FALL-WINTER 2017 COLLECTION
Children 0-14; clothing, accessories.

Next Fall-Winter DOUUOD Kids presents a collection which is inspired by
the most meaningful lesson we can learn from children: being free, having
no restraints and having fun.

So pictures overlap and mingle with floral motifs, plain colours and patterns
merge to stripes; slip dresses in laced fleece matched with striped
turtlenecks. For boys; military shirts in cotton are layered on printed t-shirts,
while jackets and waistcoats are for a more classical and rigorous child.

And then new colours stand out like saffron yellow, oregano green, indigo,
magnolia, which radiate the more recognizable pastel tones.

From these combinations original ideas and proposals come to life, such
as the new concept of a dress to wear over jeans and trousers or the
Amazon look softened by thin strips of velvet.
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In this panorama of innovation and intuition the tattoo theme stands out in
a more delicate version, closer to the world of children: and so from under
trousers or pullover sleeves many little stars can be seen.

DOUUOD Kids never ceases to experiment and explore and this, combined
with attention to precious fabrics and refined lines, is its greatest wealth.
Its watchful eye and curiosity take us to the East once again, in Japan. With
the pyjamas style and the printed or embroidered kimono theme,
reinterpreted with DOUUOD Kids' more comfortable fabrics, proposed
with jeans, t-shirts and sneakers.

The ceremony is told through organza which is embellished with golden
embroidered stars and light velvet or in other versions it is enriched with
faux fur, but without forgetting more classic fabrics, such as fleece or
jacquard. The party then takes on shiny coats and feathers.

DOUUOD Kids is the emblem of Made in Italy's authenticity and of the
comfortable and refined style that distinguish the brand from its origins.
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